New On DVD & Blu-Ray

Fist Fight On the last day of the year, mild-mannered high school
English teacher Andy Campbell (Day) is trying his best to keep it
together amidst senior pranks, a dysfunctional administration and
budget cuts that put jobs on the line. But things go from bad to
worse when he accidentally crosses his much tougher and deeply
feared colleague, Ron Strickland (Cube), who challenges Campbell
to an old-fashioned throw down after school. News of the fight
spreads like wildfire and ends up becoming the very thing this
school, and Campbell, needed. Warner
The Vixen Originally from Africa, Mari McGabe (voiced by Megalyn
Echikunwake) grew up and orphan after her parents were killed by
local greed, corruption and wanton violence, But Mari to succumb
to the terrors surrounding her. Inheriting her family's Anasi Totem,
Mari can access the powers of animals - anything from the super strength of a gorilla to the speed of a cheetah. As Vixen, she fights
valiantly to protect the world from threats like those that claimed
her family. From executive producers Greg Berlanti (Arrow, DC's
Legends of Tomorrow, The Flash), Vixen also features the voices of
Arrow, The Flash and DC's Legends of Tomorrow stars Stephen
Amell (Oliver Queen/Arrow), Great Gustin (Barry Allen/The Flash),
Emily Bett Rickards (Felicity Smoak), Carlos Valdes (Cisco Ramon),
Victor Garber (Dr. Martin Stein), Brandon Routh (Ray Palmer/The
Atom) and Katie Cassidy (Laurel Lance/Black Canary) as characters
from the live-action series. Warner
Max 2 Duty calls again, and our hero dog Max returns to action in
Max 2: White House Hero. His new assignment brings him to
Washington, D.C., to serve on the U.S. president's Secret Service
detail. When a foreign leader arrives with his precocious daughter,
Alex (Francesca Capaldi), tensions arise between the two countries.
First Son TJ (Zane Austin), along with Max and Alex, uncovers a
dangerous plot that puts both kids and both nations in jeopardy. A
highly sensitive mission will put Max's specialized skills, intelligence
and loyalty to the test Warner
Logan In a hideout near the U.S./Mexico border, an aging Logan
(Hugh Jackman) cares for the ailing Professor X (Patrick Stewart).
However, their sheltered existence comes to a sudden end when a
young mutant girl (Dafne Keen) arrives and needs their help to stay
safe. James Mangold directed this film, the third Wolverine-based
spin-off of the X-MEN franchise. Fox
Operation Mekong A band of elite narcotics officers are sent by the
Chinese government to uncover the truth behind the ambush of
two Chinese commercial vessels traveling down the Mekong River.
When it s discovered the drugs seized from the ships had been
planted by a notorious drug cartel, a multi-country joint task is
assembled to stop the criminals. The road to justice is, however,
paved with dangerous and deadly obstacles. Well Go
Sky on Fire In this driving, non-stop action thriller, the chief security
officer at a top - secret medical facility (Daniel Wu, Into the
Badlands) finds himself caught in an explosive battle when a young
thief and his accomplices steal a groundbreaking curative
medicine. After discovering the true origins of the medicine, the
officer must decide whom he can trust to protect the cure from
falling into the wrong hands and prevent an all-out war from
bringing the city to its knees. Well Go
The Shack After the abduction and presumed death of Mackenzie
Allen Phillips' youngest daughter, Missy, Mack receives a letter and
suspects it is from God, asking him to return to The Shack where
Missy may have been murdered. After contemplating it, he leaves
his home to go to The Shack for the first time since Missy's
abduction and an encounter that will change his life forever. Wells
Go
3 Generations Family living under one roof in New York must deal
with a life-changing transformation by one that ultimately affects
them all. Ray is a teenager who has come to the realization that he
isn't meant to be a girl and has decided to transition from female to
male. His single mother, Maggie, must track down Ray's biological
father to get his legal consent to allow Ray's transition. Dolly, Ray's
lesbian grandmother, is having a hard time accepting that she now
has a grandson. They must each confront their own identities and
learn to embrace change and their strength as a family in order to
ultimately find acceptance and understanding. Lionsgate

